In the paper we present a tool for lemmatization of multi-word common noun phrases and named entities for Polish called PoLem 1 . The tool is based on a set of manually crafted rules and heuristics utilizing a set of dictionaries (including morphological, named entities and inflection patterns). The accuracy of lemmatization obtained by the tool reached 97.99% on a dataset with multi-word common noun phrases and 86.17% for casesensitive evaluation on a dataset with named entities.
Introduction
In the article we cover the problem of multi-word common noun phrase and named entity lemmatization for Polish. The task relies on generating a nominative form of an expression 2 . For example the following named entities -Janem Nowakiem (a person name in an instrumental case) and Jana Nowaka (a genitive case of the same person name) -should be lemmatized to Jan Nowak. Both, lemmatization of multi-word common noun phrases and named entities are challenging because Polish is a highly inflectional language and a single expression can have several inflected forms.
The complexity of multi-word common noun phrase lemmatization is caused by the fact that the expected lemma is not a simple concatenation of base forms for each word in the phrase. In most cases only the head of the phrase is changed to a nominative form and the remaining tokens, which are the modifiers of the head, should remain in a specific case. For example in the phrase piwnicy domu (Eng. house basement) only the first word should be changed to their nominative form while the second word should remain in the genitive form, i.e. piwnica domu. A simple concatenation of tokens' base forms would produce a phrase piwnica dom which is not correct.
In the case of named entities the task is much more complex due to the following reasons:
1. Named entities consist of many words which are not present in the morphological dictionaries. For such words it is impossible to generate the desired form using only a morphological dictionary. A more generic method is required.
2. Some foreign proper names subject to inflection and some not.
3. The desired lemma of a named entity depends on the named entity category. For example Słowackiego (a person last name in genitive or accusative) should be lemmatized to Słowacki in case of person name and to Słowackiego in case of street name.
4. Capitalization do matter. For example a country name Polska (Eng. Poland) should be lemmatized to Polska but not to polska.
We took the following assumptions:
Assumption 1 The lemma should have the same number and gender as the input expression.
Assumption 2 The multi-word common noun phrase is neither a proper name nor contains a proper name.
Assumption 3
The named entity can consist of any number of tokens, i.e. one or more.
We also require that:
Requirement 1 The expression is described with a disambiguated morphological information.
Requirement 2 In case of named entities the semantic category of the named entity is known.
Our paper is divided into three main parts. In the first part we present the related literature overview, evaluation datasets and baselines. In the second part we present the development of a set of rules for multi-word common noun phrase lemmatization. In the last part we extend the set of rules with some heuristic and new rules in order to increase the coverage and accuracy of named entity lemmatization.
Related Works
According to our best knowledge there are several researches on phrase lemmatization for Polish which include both multi-word phrases and named entities. One of them is a rule-base approach in which the lemmatization rules were combined with a grammar for recognition of noun phrases (Degórski, 2012) . The lemmatization rules were manually created as an extension to a grammar for Polish (Głowińska, 2008) -the lemmas are generated for the recognized phrases. This method does not produce the final lemmas as it requires a form generator to obtain the desired forms for the generated morphological tags and base forms. The method was evaluated on a set of 336 phrases. 158 of them were correctly recognized and the accuracy for them was 82.9%.
Another approach was presented by Radziszewski (2013b) . The method was based on an automatic generation of lemmatization rules using Conditional Random Fields for noun phrases. The authors obtained the accuracy of 80.7% on a set of 564 noun phrases (containing single-and multi-word phrases).
The last approach was also based on an automatic generation of lemmatization rules from a corpus (Małyszko et al., 2015) . The method obtained the accuracy of 82.1% on a set of 888 phrases (only 83% of 1063 tested phrases were marked as processable).
Evaluation Datasets
The dataset of multi-word common noun phrases was created by extracting occurrences of keywords from the KPWr corpus (Broda et al., 2012) 3 . The corpus contains 1628 documents annotated with keywords. The documents are tagged with the WCRFT tagger (Radziszewski, 2013a) . We have extracted 3965 occurrences of keywords from the documents' content. Then we selected those phrases which conform the Assumptions 2 -1728 in total. Then the set was divided into two random subsets -a train set with 1329 instances and a test set with 399 instances. The train set was used to develop a set of lemmatization rules and the test set was used for the final evaluation. As the keywords were extracted from documents tagged with a morphological tagger the dataset conforms the Requirement 1.
The dataset of named entities was created by extracting named entities from the same corpus. The corpus contains 1349 documents annotated with lemmatized named entities. We have extracted 21 449 occurrences of named entities from the documents' content. The set was also divided into two random subsets -a train set with 14 104 named entities and a test set with 7 345 named entities. The train set was used to extend the basic set of lemmatization rules and the test set was used for the final evaluation.
Baseline Results
To establish the baseline we measured the accuracy for three lemmatization methods. For multiwords common noun phrases we used only caseinsensitive evaluation. For named entities we used both case-sensitive (CS) and case-insensitive (CI) evaluations. The results are presented in Table 1 . The baseline methods are:
1. Concatenation of text forms -the text form is a form which appears in the document content.
2. Concatenation of base forms -base forms were assigned by the morphological tagger for each token.
3. Lemmatization grammar (Degórski, 2012) for the Spejd tool (Przepiórkowski, 2008) . 
Baseline for Multi-word Common Noun Phrases
Using the heuristic-based approach we were able to generate lemmas for every phrase in the dataset. However, as expected, the accuracy was very low -41.82% for the text forms and 23.80% for the base forms on the train set and 35.84% and 22.31% for the test set.
Using the Spejd lemmatization grammar (Degórski, 2012) we were not able to obtain lemmas for every phrase in the dataset. For the train set we were able to generate lemmas for 952 phrases out of 1329 (72% coverage) and for the test set for 287 out of 399 (also 72% coverage). The reason is that the lemmas are generated for specific phrases recognized by the grammar and in some cases our phrases do not overlap with the phrases matched by the grammar. For the recognized phrases the accuracy was 79.31% and 80.49% for the train and the test sets respectively. To overcome the problem of missing lemmas, for the phrases for which Spejd did not generate any lemma we took the text form as a lemma. The final accuracy for the complete dataset was 69.45% and 67.42% for the train and the test sets respectively.
Baseline for Named Entities
Using text forms as lemmas we obtained accuracy above 56%. The case-sensitive evaluation for the text forms drops the accuracy by less than 1 pp. This indicates that almost all named entities appears in the text in their expected casing, i.e. camel case, all upper, all lower, mix case, etc. In turn, using concatenation of base forms we obtained accuracy near 75%. This means that for 25% of named entities some of the tokens requires a transformation other than the change to their singular masculine nominative form. The case-sensitive evaluation for base form concatenation drops the accuracy to 44% what shows than the token lemmas do not hold the expected capitalization. Even when we apply the casing as for the text forms to the concatenation of base forms we will not increase the accuracy above 75% -by the analogy to the difference between case-insensitive and case-sensitive evaluation for the concatenation of text forms. This shows that in order to handle the remaining 25% of named entities we need a more sophisticated method of lemmatization.
The Spejd lemmatization grammar (Degórski, 2012) obtained the accuracy of 83% but only for near 56% of all named entities. The reason of the low coverage is the same as for multi-word phrases. To handle such cases we combined the Spejd lemmatization grammar with text forms for the named entities which do not match the recognized phrases. The accuracy for case-insensitive evaluation dropped to 67%. For case-sensitive evaluation the accuracy drops even more to 44%.
Lemmatization of Multi-word Phrases

Rule Development
Lemmatization of multi-word common noun phrases mostly relies on finding the correct combination of forms for each word in the phrase. Most of the words and their inflected forms are present in the morphological dictionary. The difficulty is to find the correct form for each token based on the phrase structure. To achieve this goal we developed a set of lemmatization rules.
Each rule consists of two elements -a set of constraints and a set of transformations. When the constrains are satisfied for a given phrase then the transformations are used to obtain the expected word form for each token in the phrase. Sample rules are presented on Figure 2 . The constraints test tokens' morphological attributes to check whether they have specific values (text form, base form, case, gender and/or number). The constraints can also check if there is an agreement between specific words in the phrase. To encode the constraints we used the WCCL formalism (Radziszewski et al., 2011) . In order to reduce the number of required rules we identified such patterns, where only the first words need some kind of transformation while the remaining words are unchanged. The rules are called the tail rules. A sample tail rule is presented on Figure 2b .
The transformations (transformations tag) are used to generate specific forms of the words matched in the phrase. The transformation can change case or gender of the word. The attribute index identifies the word in the phrase and the remaining attributes indicate the expected value of the morphological attributes. For instance, cas="nom" means that the word should be in nominative. If the value of a morphological attribute is unchanged then the attribute is omitted.
The initial set of rules did not cover all phrases from the train set because some of them were tagged incorrectly. To overcome the tagger errors we have added some rules with relaxed constraints (for instance we ignored the words agreement). The rules with relaxed constraints are dis<rule name="SubstAdj_Agr"> <wccl match="complete"> and( inter(class[1],{adj}), inter(class[0],{subst,ger,depr}), agrpp(0,1,{nmb,gnd,cas}) ) </wccl> <transformations> <set index="0" cas="nom"/> <set index="1" cas="nom"/> </transformations> </rule> (a) A sample standard lemmatization rule.
<rule name="AdjSubstTail"> <wccl match="prefix"> and( inter(class[0],{adj,ppas,pact}), inter(class[1],{subst,ger,depr}), agr(0,1,{nmb,gnd,cas}) ) </wccl> <transformations> <set index="0" cas="nom"/> <set index="1" cas="nom"/> </transformations> </rule> (b) A sample tail lemmatization rule.
,{adj,ppas,pact}), ) </wccl> <transformations> <set index="0" cas="nom"/> <set index="3" cas="nom" gnd="m1"/> </transformations> </rule> (c) A sample fix lemmatization rule. tinguished from the remaining set of rules by the Fix suffix in their name. The final set of rules consists of 27 rules.
The lemmatization rules are executed in a specific order and the first rule for which the constraints are satisfied for given phrase is used to generate the lemma. At first the set of standard rules is executed. If none of the rules is matched, then the set of fix rules is used and, at the end, the set of tail rules is used. If the constraints are satisfied, then the transformations for the rule are applied. If a rule does not contain any transformation for a word then the unmodified text form is taken. In other case, the input base form and the morphological tag are taken and the transformation is applied, i.e. the specified attribute values are substituted. Then the modified values are used to generate a new word form using a morphologi-cal analyzer called Morfeusz (Woliński, 2006) . Table 2 contains the results of evaluation on both sets presented in Section 3. The set of 27 rules was enough to cover all multi-word phrases in the train set and it obtained the accuracy of 99.10%. Also a high accuracy of 97.99% was obtained on the test set which was not used during rule development. In both cases the accuracy was higher than any baseline method presented in Section 4.
Evaluation
Evaluation Train
Test Multi-word phrases PoLem' CI 99.10% 97.99% Named Entities PoLem' CI 85.56% 84.64% PoLem' CS 81.96% 80.66% Table 2 : Accuracy of the initial lemmatization rules.
We analyzed the incorrectly generated lemmas for the train set in order to find the sources of errors. We found out that there is no simple solution to handle those cases without any additional resources. We identified the following types of problems:
Tagger errors:
• incorrect number -one of the tokens has incorrect number (singular or plural). Some of the fix rules force the correct number for the first or the second token. However, in some cases this leads to an error, because the rule changes the number for the correctly disambiguated word. For such cases the rule should determine for which the disambiguation was incorrect. This is possible for those phrases for which one of the tokens has only plural for singular interpretations. For example for phrase pytania prawnego (Eng. legal question) the tagger assigned the following interpretations: (1) subst:pl:nom:n (2) adj:sg:gen:m3:pos, while for the first token it should be subst:sg:gen:n. The second token can have only singular interpretation what is a sufficient indicator that the whole phrase should be singular, not plural.
• incorrect part of speech -one of the tokens has incorrect part of speech. For example for phrase zmienneśrodowiskowe (End. environmental variables) the tagger assigned the following part of speeches: adj adj for the subsequent words. The first token should be recognized as a noun instead of an adjective. In this case we also should check other possible interpretations to find out the possibly correct tags.
Sense disambiguation -polysemous words might have different schemes of inflection. For example word pasza means: (1) fodder or (2) pasha. The word has different plural form for both meanings: pasz for (1) and paszowie for (2). To handle this problem it might be necessary to check the collocations for those forms. For example, for phrase pasze lecznicze (Eng. healing fodders) word healing will more likely co-occur with fodder than pasha.
More than one possible form -there are words which have more than one possible form. For example word koszt (Eng. cost) has two possible plural forms: koszty and koszta. The first form is more common than the other one. For such cases a frequency list might be helpful to determine the more frequent form.
The initial set of rules also obtained a high accuracy on the dataset of named entities -85.65% for the train set and 84.64% for the test set. However, for case-sensitive evaluation (marked as CS in the table) the accuracy dropped to 81.96% and 80.66% respectively. The results are also higher than for any presented baseline method. At this stage the dataset of named entities was not used in the development of lemmatization rules. In the next section we present the extension of the initial set of rules based on the analysis of the train set of the dataset of named entities.
Lemmatization of Named Entities
In this section we present several extensions of the initial set of lemmatization rules developed for multi-word common noun phrases which improved the accuracy of named entity lemmatization. The following subsections describe in details each of them.
Generic Lexicons
We used two large lexicons of proper names which are applied before lemmatization rules. The first one was extracted from a morphological dictionary called Morfeusz SGJP (Woliński, 2006) . We have selected 39 084 entries marked as geographical names. As the morphological dictionary contains only single words, the lexicon is used to lemmatize single-word named entities.
The second lexicon contains a list of inflected named entities extracted from Polish Wikipedia. The list is a part of NELexicon2 4 . The list of inflected forms was created by extracting internal links from Polish Wikipedia. Each pair consists of a link text and a title of Wikipedia page to which the link directs. The list was filtered by selecting those pairs which have the same number of elements (in the link text and the page title) and the consecutive words have the same base form or have the same prefix of a certain length. The list of pairs was filtered with a list of known proper names. The list consists of 110 178 pairs (single-and multi-word proper names of various categories).
Category-based Lexicons
For person names we created a separate lexicon which contains solely inflected forms of person names with their lemmas. The lexicon consists of names from NELexicon2 marked as a person name and the lists of first names and last names from Morfeusz SGJP. The lemmatization procedure using this lexicon is based on a rule that for a person name containing only first and last names each part of the name is changed to their respective nominative form. For each person name we divide the name into single words. Then for each word we lookup its' base form in the lexicon. If for every word we can determine the base form then the final lemma is a concatenation of the found base forms. We also defined a list of words which are never inflected, i.e.św. (Eng. Saint), von (and other similar words which appear in foreign last names). If at least one of the words cannot be lemmatized this way we do not generate any lemma.
Inflection Rules
The dictionaries of person names and geographical names misses many inflected forms of the names. To increase the coverage we have generated a frequency list of suffixes changes based on the morphological dictionary Morfeusz SGJP. Figure 3 presents the most frequent inflection rules for person names. The list consists of lines in the following form: subst:sg:gen:m1 iego i 1100 0.98. This means that 98% of names tagged as subst:sg:gen:m1 which are ended with iego have a base form ended with i. For instance, the name Grzybowskiego tagged as subst:sg:gen:m1 should be lemmatized to Grzybowski. We have created two inflection rule lists, separately for person names and geographical names. In the first run we try to find a set of inflection rules for every single word in the name which leads to a form that is present in the NELexicon2. If we fail to find such a set then we find a set of inflection rules with the highest confidence. On this step we ignore inflections which are less frequent than 50 occurrences. The generated form is treated as a possible lemma. 
Category-based Rules
The last extension is a set of category-specific lemmatization rules which override the initial set of lemmaitzation rules. The rules reflect the nature of lemmatization of specific proper name categories.
Road Names
The lemma for a road name that is an adjective should be in a genitive case and feminine gender. For instance, ulicy Białej (Eng. White street; a locative form) should be lemmatized to ulica Biała instead of biały which is the base form in the morphological dictionary of the common word.
Voivodeship Names
Similar rule applies for Polish names of voivodeships. The lemmatized form must be in a nominative case and neutral gender instead of masculine which is the default base form in the morphological dictionary. For instance województwie kieleckim (Eng. kieleckie voivodeship; a locative form) should be lemmatized to województwo kieleckie instead of kielecki.
Person names
The majority of Polish names consists of a first name and a last name or two first names and a last name, i.e. a sequence of nouns. The generic rule for a sequence of nouns assumes that the first noun is the head of the phrase and the remaining nouns a the head's modifiers. The rule changes the case of the head to the nominative case and keep the case of the modifiers. In case of person names all elements must be changed to their nominative forms. The rule overrides the generic rule by changing all the words to their nominative forms. Table 3 contains results for the extended version of PoLem on the dataset of named entities. The final version of PoLem obtained the accuracy of 89.80% for the case-insensitive (CI) evaluation and 87.35% for the case-sensitive (CS) evaluation on the train set. Comparing with the initial set of lemmatization rules we obtained an improvement of near 4-6 pp. Similar improvement was obtained on the test set which was not seen during the development. In the Appendix A we presented the lemmatization accuracy for each named entity category separately. The evaluation shows that there are still some major problems with lemmatization for some categories of named entities.
Evaluation
Train Test Named entities PoLem" CI 89.80% 88.45% PoLem" CS 87.35% 86.17% Table 3 : Accuracy of the initial lemmatization rules.
The largest number of incorrect lemmas was obtained for people names (nam_liv_person * ). There are several reasons for this relatively large number of errors. One of them is the gender ambiguity. There are many name forms which can be a male or a female name. For example Antonia can be a female name in nominative or a male name in genitive. The dictionaries of person names we used do not contain information about the name gander so we could not utilize the information about the gender assigned by the tagger. On the other hand, the tagger tends to treat most of male names in genitive as female names in nominative. To handle this type of problem some kind of postprocessing with an access to the source document would be required. Similar problem applies to person last names. Different last names have the same inflected form so it is impossible to determine the correct nominative form without considering all variants of the same last name which appeared in the same document.
The second category with a high number of incorrect lemmas was city name (nam_loc_gpe_city).
For this category the majority of errors were caused by the fact that there are many names which are also common words (nouns and adjectives). The names were assigned a nominative form of the common word while the expected lemma has a different form.
Summary
In the paper we deal with the problem of multiword phrases and named entity lemmatization for Polish. We presented several baseline methods which do not provide satisfactory results. We showed that a small set of 27 rules was enough to cover all phrases with high accuracy. Latter, the set of initial rules was extended with a set of heuristic utilizing different types of lexicons, inflection rules and several new category-specific lemmatization rules to improve the lemmatization of named entities. The extended version of PoLem improved the accuracy of lemmatization by more than 4 percentage points for the case-insensitive evaluation on the train set and by 6 percentage points for the case-sensitive evaluation. Similar improvement was obtained on the test set which was not used in the development process.
The PoLem tool will be made available in a form of a web-service as a part of the CLARIN-PL infrastructure. The announcement will be published on http://nlp.pwr.wroc.pl/ polem. 
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